QUESTION: Can we take Chem with Calc 2?
ANSWER: Yes, you can take Calc II and Chem 1211/L at the same time. Just need to make sure you have credit for Calc I in order to register for Calc II.

QUESTION: How many hours/classes is normal to take for a biology major freshman year?
ANSWER: 12 credit hours is full-time schedule. If you never want to take classes in a Summer semester (which we encourage), then you’d need to average 14-17 hours a semester to graduate in 4 years.

QUESTION: Do we register ourselves for classes or is my advisor going to register me for the classes?
ANSWER: Unfortunately, advisors do not have the ability to register students for classes. But, we are here to help you while you register yourself!

QUESTION: Are the learning communities required?
ANSWER: No, they are not required. But, to be honest, sometimes they are the best way to get the courses that we mentioned based on your major.

QUESTION: If we have AP credit for English, do we need English 1101?
ANSWER: AP credit would “give” you credit for specific college level courses. If your AP scores are in, you’d be able to register for the next level course that might be required in your major-
https://transfer.kennesaw.edu/credit-exam/index.php

QUESTION: Are some of the learning communities strictly for AMP students?
ANSWER: Yes, by looking at the full Learning Community list, you will find AMP LCs listed under the College of Science and Mathematics.
https://uc.kennesaw.edu/fyts/programs/learningcommunities/docs/Fall%202020%20LC%20Descriptions.pdf

QUESTION: Will the ap exams we took this year affect our registration for certain classes?
ANSWER: If your AP scores aren’t in the system yet (or scores aren’t shared out yet), then we need to register based on what we currently know (that you don’t have AP credit yet). So, you’ll register as if you don’t have AP credit, but when your AP credit comes in, you can change your schedule.

QUESTION: Do I have to register for science classes this semester, or can I wait until the spring?
ANSWER: Our science majors have a pretty robust prerequisite structure (this course comes before that course and that course is needed for that course, etc). So, we would like for you to start early, but talk to your advisor to see what makes sense for you.

QUESTION: How do I add Honors to a Gen Ed Course on the Schedule Planner?
ANSWER: Honors sections have a “H##” section number on the course (Like ENGL #### H01 would be an Honors section)
QUESTION: If my advisor already put the learning community info into my plan, is it required that we register for that learning community?
ANSWER: Not required, but highly encouraged. It’s often the best course time options available for these courses.

QUESTION: I duel enrolled my senior year in highschool at ksu and I've completed all of my English courses as well as all the non science and math courses i'll need should I take two sciences.
ANSWER: If you are acclimated to college courses and feel comfortable taking two sciences, yes! You can absolutely take two science courses in a semester (and it’s the norm in future semesters).

QUESTION: Hey I took AP Calc my senior year and the scores are coming in July. I am taking the learning community for AMP for biology. I was wondering, when the scores do come in in July, can I replace the MATH 1190 with Chem 1211?
ANSWER: THE AMP Learning Community has CHEM, but not MATH. So, what you’ll do is register for the AMP Learning Community and register for the highest math you can and then switch out your math based on what AP credits you get (see above for AP score link).

QUESTION: How many credit hours do we need to live on campus?
ANSWER: Living on campus requires full-time (12 hours)

QUESTION: Do we have to register for classes today?
ANSWER: We’d highly encourage that you do! And, at least start! You can always set up an appointment with an advisor to help you later, but course availability changes whenever it’s open or a new orientation happens.

QUESTION: Are there limited seats in the learning communities?
ANSWER: Yes, there are limited seats in the LCs, but we have a lot of options. Check the full list and you can try different ones if your “favorite” was full.
https://uc.kennesaw.edu/fyts/programs/learningcommunities/docs/Fall%202020%20LC%20Descriptions.pdf

QUESTION: Do I talk to my academic advisor to find out what classes I exactly need?
ANSWER: Yes! Your advisor can tell you information more specific to you.

QUESTION: What do you do if you choose not to do learning community?
ANSWER: You’ll build your schedule from scratch (one course at a time). Start with the “big” courses for your major like math or science and then Gen Ed to be full-time.

QUESTION: Would it be bad if a student does not apply for a learning community?
ANSWER: No, not bad. But, we do highly encourage it because we have seen great results from students that have participated in a LC. You’re still getting all of the individual credits for each course. Just an easy package to sign up with!
QUESTION: : On my Owl Express, it says that my major is undeclared. How do I change that?
ANSWER: Your advisor can! Just send them an email.